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	Text Field 1: FINISHING: Anticipate and Adjust to Finish. (Passed Finish)
	Text Field 2: U10
	Text Field 3: 
	Text Field 4: 
	Text Field 6: - Improve anticipation and movement to receive the ball to finish.- Improve ability to penetrate via a finish. 
	Text Field 5: - Improve ball striking technique with inside of foot.- Improve ability to adjust body to utilize a passed finish with inside of foot.
	Text Field 7: - Confidence.- Creativity.
	Text Field 8: - Improve Mobility.- Improve Balance. - Improve change of speed and direction.
	Text Field 9: 20 mins: 1.5 min sets / have active recovery with dynamic stretching in between each set.
	Text Field 10: 30 x 30 yards
	Text1: What is the technique when striking ball with inside of the foot?
	Combo Box 1: [Warm Up]
	Text2: 
	Text3: Set up multiple 3x3 yard triangles "pizza slices" in the area. Game 1: Players have a ball each and dribbling individually around area. They get one point every time they dribble in one side of slice and out the other. Coach can pick specific moves players do i.e. pull back, cruyff, scissors etc. x 3 setsGame 2: Players now work in pairs and have to exchange 2 passes through triangle and then move to a new one. Plays can dribble or pass between triangles. x 3 sets**Play first few sets without defenders.** Game 3: Now add two defenders. Defenders attempt to tag soccer ball, players must pass and move around area, every pass through a triangle = 1 point. If pairs have soccer ball tagged by defender they lose a point. x 3 sets1.5 min sets / have active recovery in between each set. 
	Text4: - Movement to receive and first touch to get ball out of feet.- Angle of approach to strike.- Head, shoulders, knee over ball to keep it low.- Follow through after striking the ball.- Creativity with dribbling. 
	Text5: What situations are good to use a passed finish? 
	Text6: Play 3v3 or 2v2 etc. Set up field with small goal or a  pug goal. Each goal has a 5 yard area around, players aren't allowed inside this area. No goalkeepers.Team score by passing ball into goal.Add bonus goal for 1 touch finishes. 
	Text7: - Movement to receive ball.- Awareness of space and opponent.- Anticipate flight of ball or pass to receive and finish. - Movement to get unmarked.- Adjust body to finish.- Inside of foot finishing technique: position of plant foot, toe to side and ankle locked, bend knee and follow through, hips facing at target. - Adjust body and change of speed with 1st touch, or dribble to beat opponent. 
	Text8: How do you curl the ball - how does technique differ?
	Text9: Set up 4 working groups to maximize activity. Work on two variations.1 - Shooting player players give and go and then moves onto moving ball to finish. Players then rotate around - shooter becomes goalkeeper, goalkeeper becomes passer, passer becomes shooter.2 - Shooting player receives a pass from the side, opens up, and finishes. Players then rotate.Work both left and right feet on both variations. Add competition for every set i.e. who can score most goals, keepers get 1 point for a save as well. Add pressure from passing player if needed.
	Text10: - Quality of first touch out of feet. - Angle of approach.- Technique: get low down, position of plant foot, toe up ankle locked, follow through.- Curl ball into corner.- Adjust body and stride pattern based on ball position and to add deception to finish.  
	Text11: - What should you be looking for when you don't have the ball in anticipation to shoot? (answ. a gap to take 1st touch into to finish, position of goalkeeper, position of defenders.)
	Text12: Play 5v5 or 6v6 with keepers.The field has a 10x20 yard box in front of each goal and a half way line. Field is only 30 yards long in order to create high repetition of shooting opportunities.Place cones one yard in from each post to make corner "target".Game 1: If team scores in the corner of the goal it = 2 points.  Game 2: If team score with 1 touch finish inside the box = 2 points. Game 3: Free play. 
	Text13: - Movement to receive ball.- Awareness of space and opponent.- Anticipate flight of ball or pass to receive and finish. - Movement to get unmarked.- Adjust body to finish.- Adjust body and change of speed with 1st touch, or dribble to beat opponent. - Striking technique with inside of foot. - Decision making - when and where to shoot. Shoot when you can see 50% or more of the goal.
	Text Field 12: 15 mins: 4 x 3 min: 1 min rest
	Text Field 13: 18 x 25 yard field (5 yard area around goal)
	Text Field 14: 20 mins: 7 x 2 min sets : 1 min rest
	Text Field 15: Shooting distance from goal approx. 12-18 yards. 
	Text Field 16: 20 mins: 3 x 5 min : 2 min rest
	Text Field 17: 30 x 30 yards (have 10 x 20 yard box in front of each goal.)
	Combo Box 2: [Discovery Game]
	Combo Box 3: [Execution Game]
	Combo Box 4: [Autonomous Game]


